to up, across, up, across, up, across, rounded, incline hard
45° something round with rays coming or going from it

dark, purplish, lavender, brown, indene, hard, straight, brown, reddish brown

5-2

+ in a cup, angle across hard in structure
RAY S (arc-like sun-streaks)

SOMETHING ROUND

Hard straight brown reddish brown

Dark lavender brown
structure

inside!

darkness
cavern-like

store

from here, something should be visible

A. curving, peak, curving, peak, incline, up, curving down, up, peak across, peak curving down
B. mountains

dark, black

darkness

empty

nothingness
reddish, yellow, orange

curving up, vertical

trees

blue, pale green, rounded, horizontal

very, high, very rugged, peaks

water

Flat

blue (body of water)

very, high, very rugged, peaks

flat, open, empty, grassy feeling

Lake Titicaca
(200 m)
VAULTED CEILING

LARGE VAULTED ROOM

SMOOTH POLISHED STONE (LIKE GILF)

FAMILIAR PLACE!!
SESSION: 13 JAN 88, 1020-1145 hrs
COORDS: 169°8'/109°
SITE: Galactic Federation HQs

...impression of a round structure...located on the flat top of what seems to be something like (AOI) a mesa. There are streaking rays emanating from, or going into this structure (AOI) like "Sun Streaks". Inside this structure it is dark, cool, rough, stone....cavern-like.

From one mile overhead, the view is dark, black, empty....a feeling of nothingness. Upon descending we get the impression of very high, rugged peaks. There is a flat, plateau-like area, and below this is a blue body of water that seems to be surrounded by a flat, open, grassy plain (AOI-Lake Titicaca).

From 200 miles up, I find myself moving up an inclined causeway with rough, stone walls on both sides...(AOI-Egypt). At this time I sense a presence nearby. At the end of the causeway is a long, dimly-lit, rectangular corridor constructed of smooth, dressed stone on all sides. At the end of the corridor is a steep incline with a very high ceiling, also constructed of smooth stone (AOI-pyramid). At the end of this inclined corridor is a large room with a very high, vaulted ceiling. There is a large, polished stone platform in this room (AOI-like an altar). There are white-robed entities in a semi-circle to one side. Their attention seems to be focused on the platform. The room is dimly lit. There is a feeling of something sacred, holy....almost religious about this place. This place seems familiar....as if I've been here before.

...climbed onto the platform and laid down. I was then illuminated by a brilliant shaft of white light from head to toe. The light was coming from overhead. A robed figure then moved from behind the group and stood next to me with a hand out-stretched over my solar plexus.

...took away from the session with a feeling that I should have remembered something.
OVERHEAD VIEW
OF
LARGE ROOM AND ACTIVITY

INCLINED HALLWAY

ROBED FIGURES

AREA OF ILLUMINATION
REMOTE VIEWING SESSION DATA

Remote Viewer: MR
Interviewer: ED
Observer(s): 

Date: 13/01/88
Starting time: ___ hours, local
Site #:
Site Acquisit.: CRV ERV PRV ARV BRV Other ___
Working Mode: GT HEM Other ___
Feedback class: A B C

Ending time: ___ hours, local
Notes:
Highest stage:
Evaluation:

Actual site: GALACTIC FEDERATION HEADQUARTERS
RV summary: 
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